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ABSTRACT
Although information retrieval research has always been concerned
with improving the effectiveness of search, in some applications,
such as information analysis, a more specific requirement exists for
high accuracy retrieval. This means that achieving high precision
in the top document ranks is paramount. In this paper we present
work aimed at achieving high accuracy in ad-hoc document retrieval by incorporating approaches from question answering (QA).
We focus on getting the first relevant result as high as possible in
the ranked list and argue that traditional precision and recall are not
appropriate measures for evaluating this task. We instead use the
mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of the first relevant result. We evaluate three different methods for modifying queries to achieve high
accuracy. The experiments done on TREC data provide support for
the approach of using MRR and incorporating QA techniques for
getting high accuracy in ad-hoc retrieval task.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and Software—Performance evaluation (efficiency and effectiveness) ; H.3.3
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and
Retrieval—Query formulation

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
High accuracy retrieval, ad-hoc retrieval, question answering

1.

INTRODUCTION

When we look at two major research streams in the present information retrieval (IR) community, i.e., ad-hoc retrieval and question
answering (QA), we find a well-defined set of methodologies and
metrics for measuring the performance. Ad-hoc retrieval typically
involves retrieving a set of documents for a given query and ranking
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them using their relevance to the query. The performance is usually measured with precision and recall or some variations of them
[24]. Question answering, on the other hand, involves steps such
as analyzing the question for its type [35], creating surface patterns
[23], retrieving and ranking passages [3], and identifying the answer. There are also some techniques that both of these streams
have investigated such as word sense disambiguation [25, 21], expanding the query using some lexical resource like WordNet1 [20,
31], etc. However, at the root, these tasks have different goals.
Ad-hoc retrieval is mainly about retrieving a set of documents with
good precision and recall, whereas QA focuses on getting one correct answer or a small set of answers with high accuracy. In this
paper we try to link these two by performing ad-hoc retrieval with
the goal of QA, i.e., achieving high accuracy with respect to the
most relevant results.
The goal of achieving high accuracy (i.e. high precision at the
top ranks) is particularly important for some applications. Any system that has a limitation on the bandwidth of the user interface,
such as with mobile devices, or where there is a requirement for additional processing on the results, such as in cross-lingual settings,
will have a requirement for accuracy. Recognizing the importance
of achieving high accuracy in retrieval, TREC2 introduced a new
track called High Accuracy Retrieval from Documents (HARD)3 in
2003. This track focused on achieving high accuracy retrieval using some feedback from the user (e.g., expertise, purpose) or some
other meta-data (e.g., genre of the document). The retrieval could
be at any level including document, passage, phrase, or words. Our
task also deals with the problem of getting high accuracy in retrieval, but with contrast to HARD, we do not make use of any
additional information. Also, we use only the document as the unit
of retrieval as in conventional ad-hoc retrieval.
In the light of the above issues, we study how QA techniques
can help in getting high accuracy for ad-hoc retrieval and propose a
different measure for evaluation (MRR) instead of recall and precision. We also have carried out an analysis of ad-hoc retrieval from
a QA perspective.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
analyze the problem of high accuracy retrieval for ad-hoc retrieval.
Specifically, we evaluate an ad-hoc retrieval run using MRR and
compare the performance of the system with QA system performance in general. We also analyze the performance of queries that
perform very badly. Then, in section 3, we present three approaches
to boost the accuracy of ad-hoc retrieval. These approaches are inspired by some work in QA domain. The evaluation of these ap1
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proaches and a discussion of the results are presented in section 4.
The results support our hypothesis that using QA-like techniques
on ad-doc retrieval can improve high accuracy performance. We
conclude the paper with some discussion of future work in section
5.

2.

ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

With exponentially increasing digitized text collections on the
Web and in other repositories [13], it has become easier to achieve
good recall, but the growing concern of the user is to get more accuracy [5]. Search engines typically return hundreds or thousands of
results to a user’s query. They are likely to contain the information
that the user is seeking, but unless the required results are at the top
of the ranked list, this information will not be useful. Specifically,
if the user is looking for just one or two relevant results similar to
answers in a QA system, then the effectiveness of the system depends on how high these results are in the rank list instead of the
overall precision or recall. To facilitate the evaluation of a system
with this focus, QA systems use mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as
the measure [14], which is defined as the inverse of the rank of the
retrieved result. The higher it is, the better, with the best case being
MRR=1.0 (when the result is at rank 1). Since our task is similar,
i.e., getting the first relevant result as high as possible in the rank
list, we adopt this approach to evaluating performance. This section investigates the problem of achieving high accuracy with this
perspective and analyzes the reasons behind low accuracy.

2.1 Looking at ad-hoc retrieval from a QA
perspective

Figure 2: Relevant document distribution with description
queries - baseline (run#0)
(both title and description). For all experiments reported in this paper, we have used the language modeling framework for retrieval,
as described in [22, 1]. In this approach, we build a language model
for each document. The ranking of a document for a query is based
on the probability with which the query terms are generated by the
document’s language model as shown below:

P (Q|D) = P (q1 , q2 , .., qn |D) =

n
Y

P (qi |D)

(1)

i=1

Figure 1: Relevant document distribution with title queries baseline (run#0)
Since we want to do ad-hoc retrieval from the perspective of a
QA system, it is important to understand the limitations of the former system and the effectiveness of the latter one. However, it becomes difficult to compare the performance of these two systems
given that they have different queries and relevance judgements
even for the same test corpus. Nevertheless, we want to define
a baseline to understand how to improve its accuracy to meet the
standards of a QA system. To do this, we selected TREC’s Tipster
Vol. I and II as datasets and topics 51-200 (total 150) as queries

where the last term in the above equation is obtained from the
assumption of conditional independence of terms given the document’s language model. We used the Lemur toolkit4 for implementing our retrieval system. The standard stopword list of Lemur
and K-stem [10] were used for stopword removal and stemming, respectively. All our runs are performed using both title and description parts of the queries. We also made use of structured queries
[18] as required. The results of our baseline runs along with those
of various QA systems of TREC-8 [26], TREC-9 [27], TREC-10
[28], and TREC-11 [29] are given in table 1. In the case of our
baselines, the Correct answers column indicate the percentage of
queries for which the first relevant document was at rank one. Values for TREC systems are given as medians from the performance
of various systems presented that year.
It is important to note that this table is not for direct comparison,
but just to have an idea of the relative performance of an ad-hoc
retrieval and a QA system. We can see that our baselines have a
correct document in rank 1 about 40% of the time, which compares
favorably to the performance of various QA systems. The average MRR for both baselines is also more than 0.5, which means
that on average a relevant document occurred higher than rank 2.
However, if we look at the distributions of queries with respect to
the rank of their first relevant documents as shown in figures 1 and
2, we can see that there are almost as many queries in rank 2-10
range as there are at rank 1. The average MRR could be increased
by moving up relevant documents from lower ranks in the case of
poorly performing queries, and by moving some of the big group
4
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Table 1: Results of various QA systems as presented in TREC over the years. The last two systems are our baselines with ad-hoc
retrieval. Please note that the figures given in this table are not here for comparison as they are on different datasets and measured
differently. They merely give an idea about the effectiveness of present QA systems and our baselines.
System

Dataset

Number of docs

Tipster vol. I, II

741,856

MRR
(median)
For 50-byte responses: 0.2610
For 250-byte response: 0.3830
For 50-byte responses: 0.2300
For 250-byte responses: 0.3700
For strict evaluation: 0.3600
For lenient evaluation: 0.3600
0.4980
(Confidence weighted score)
0.5492

TREC-8
(1999)
TREC-9
(2000)
TREC-10
(2001)
TREC-11
(2002)
Ad-hoc retrieval
with title queries
Ad-hoc retrieval
with description queries

TREC Disks 4, 5

528,000

News from TREC Disks 1-5

979,000

News from TREC Disks 1-5

979,000

Tipster vol. I, II

741,856

0.5745

AQUAINT Corpus

of relevant documents at rank 2 to rank 1 . This shows that there is
considerable opportunity for improvement.

2.2 Analyzing some bad queries
In order to understand why some queries fail to achieve good
performance, we investigated the queries whose MRR values were
quite low (less than 0.1). We not only studied the reasons behind the
failure of these queries, but also changed the queries manually and
tested again for retrieval to verify our hypothesis. Table 2 provides
these details about some of the queries that we analyzed. Looking
at the the results in table 2, we can make the following observations.
1. We could improve the MRR value in all the cases by improving the query.
2. There were three problems that we could identify: ambiguous words in the query, mixtures of words of different importance in the query, and query-document information mismatch.
3. Not all the words are equally important in a given query. Often, expanding the query helps, but if we expand the wrong
words, then it can hurt retrieval performance.
4. Not all kinds of expansion can help. Even if we know which
words are ambiguous or good for expansion, we cannot simply add any words. Sometimes synonyms help, and sometimes other related words provide the missing information.
It is clear from the above observations that achieving high accuracy will require modifying queries or some words of the queries
using techniques such that the queries that are performing badly
should be helped, but the others that are doing well should not be
hurt. The next section proposes some methods for doing such selective manipulation to the queries.

3.

OUR APPROACHES FOR MODIFYING
QUERIES

As discussed earlier, though we are working in an ad-hoc retrievallike scenario, i.e., retrieving documents for a given query, our goal
is more similar to that of a QA system. We, therefore, looked at
some popular QA techniques to see if and how they can fit in to our

1,033,000

Correct answers
(median)
39.50%
52.50%
34.00%
48.00%
44.70%
42.90%
29.80%
40.67%
44.00%

system. Some of the interesting ideas that we found useful for our
work are converting natural language queries to database queries
[17], question expansion [8], identifying the role of each word in
the question [2], and use of various NLP techniques for question
processing [9]. After studying many such techniques from QA domain, we came up with the following three approaches.
Method 1: Giving more weight to the headwords
Even after stop-word removal [34] and stemming [15], we find that
not all the words in the query are equally important and we should
not treat them evenly. Some QA systems analyze the given question
to find the headwords of that sentence [19]. For instance, in the
question What river in the US is known as the Big Muddy? has
river as the headword. Identifying the headword helps in focusing
the search for the right answer. We adopt the technique described
below to find the headword in a given query and giving it more
weight than other words of the query.
1. Parse the query for part-of-speech (POS) tagging. We used
Supertagger [11] for this.
2. Find the first noun phrase using POS information.
3. Consider the last noun of this noun phrase as the headword.
4. Give this headword more weight (we gave double) than normal words and reconstruct the query.
Method 2: Using clarity scores as weights
The reason for poor retrieval is often the use of ambiguous words in
the query [6]. To address this issue, we can use a simple heuristic
that the more ambiguous the word is, the less importance should it
be assigned. To implement this idea, we used Cronen-Townsend et
al.’s [7] technique of finding query clarity scores. In their paper the
authors show how to predict the query performance by computing
the relative entropy between a query language model and the corresponding collection language model. The resulting clarity score
measures the coherence of the language usage in documents whose
models are likely to generate the query. They used these clarity
scores to identify ineffective queries. Here our objective is also
to find the effectiveness of different words of the query and assign
relative weightage to them. The following procedure demonstrates
how we implemented this idea.

Table 2: Analysis of some badly performing title queries. We also resolved the problems manually and reran them. The MRR for
both original and new runs are given here. The MRR is calculated using the first relevant result.
Topic

Query

Problem and solution

59

Weather Related Fatalities

64

Hostage-Taking

73

Demographic Shifts across National Boundaries

75

Automation

85

Official Corruption

88

Crude Oil Price Trends

98

Fiber Optics Equipment Manufacturers

118

International Terrorists

120

Economic Impact of International Terrorism

Fatalities is not a common word,
Adding its synonyms helped.
Also, related is not a useful word.
Therefore, we gave different weights for each word.
Hostage-taking may be good from query perspective,
but not likely to occur in the documents.
Adding some related words helped.
Demographic shift is not a common phrase.
Adding some synonyms and weighting
each word differently helped.
Too short and ambiguous.
Adding its related words helped.
Query-collection mismatch.
Adding synonyms of corruption helped.
Trends is not as common
as business. Therefore, adding business
and weighting each term differently helped.
Manufacturer was not common in this context in the
collection. Adding producers helped.
Query-collection mismatch problem.
Adding the related word terrorism helped.
Query-collection mismatch problem.
Adding the related word terrorists helped.

1. Find query clarity scores based on the technique given in [7].
We find clarity scores not only for the queries, but also for
each term of the query.
2. Construct weighted queries with clarity score of each word
as its weight as we want to give more weight to words that
have high clarity scores.
Method 3: Using clarity scores to find terms to expand with
WordNet
Query-dataset mismatch is another factor that affects the accuracy
of the retrieval. This factor essentially arises when the information
is not presented the way it is asked in the query. For instance, if the
query is about weather related fatalities (topic 59 in TREC ad-hoc
retrieval task) and the documents have this information represented
as something like deaths by abrupt changes in weather, then they
may not get high ranks. This problem can be solved if we supply
additional information, viz., synonyms of fatalities in the original
query. Many have used lexical resources like WordNet for doing
such query expansion [32]. This approach has been shown to increase recall, but not necessarily precision and here our task is to
improve accuracy as defined in our goals earlier. Therefore, it is
not useful to expand every word of the given query even if it improves recall. For selectively expanding words, we again look at
the clarity scores. The steps of this method are enumerated below.
1. Find query clarity scores based on [7]. Again, we find clarity
scores not only for the entire query, but also for each term of
the query.
2. These scores represent how clear a term is. Therefore, we
follow this simple heuristic: divide all the terms into the following three categories and perform the appropriate actions.

Original
MRR
0.0286

New
MRR
0.0667

0.0016

0.0833

0.0417

0.0769

0.0278

0.5000

0.0200

1.0000

0.0025

0.0143

0.0087

1.0000

0.0333

1.0000

0.0263

0.2000

(a) Terms with high clarity scores should not be touched.
Therefore, they are left in the query.
(b) Terms with very low clarity scores are likely to be very
ambiguous and expanding them is very likely to bring
more noisy words. Therefore these words are ignored.
(c) Expand the terms whose clarity scores are between the
two limits of clarity scores5 using WordNet synonyms.
Using this method we are addressing two problems: getting
rid of the words that are so ambiguous that they cannot help
in retrieval, and helping those words with not so bad clarity
scores by including their WordNet synonyms.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To implement the methods proposed in the previous section, we
used TREC’s dataset disks 1 and 2 comprising more than 700,000
documents from Tipster collection and taking more than 2 GB of
disk space. The corresponding queries were extracted from topics
51-200 making total 150 queries. The experiments were conducted
on both title queries as well as description queries. The following
subsections present the results of various experiments along with
the analysis.

4.1 Experiments with title queries
The experiments done on title queries and their results are given
in the table 3 and plotted in figures 3 to 5. The following observations can be made from these results.
5
We determined this limits empirically and based on some observations.

Table 3: Results of the runs with title queries. Average MRR is calculated considering the rank of the first relevant document,
whereas average precision is found using standard TREC measures from entire rank list. With each of our runs we also give
percentage improvements with respect to the baseline and the p value from two tailed paired t-test with 95% confidence interval.
Bold cases show that the results are statistically significant. Up or down arrows indicate better or worse respectively.
#
0
1

Method
Baseline
Headwords weights=2

2

Using clarity scores as weights

3

Using clarity scores for finding terms to expand
with WordNet

Avg. Prec.
0.1873
0.1737
(-7.26%, p=0.0012) ↓
0.1867
(-2.51%, p=0.8863)
0.1963
(+4.81%, p=0.1664)

Figure 3: Relevant document distribution with title queries more weight to headwords (run#1)
• The first run is when we extracted headwords and gave them
more weight than normal words. However, title queries are
typically about 2-3 words long without proper sentence structure. Therefore, the technique of finding headwords does not
perform as effectively as in the QA domain where the questions have proper sentence structure. The idea behind using
headwords is to focus on important words in the given query,
but in the case of title queries, the words are generally keywords and they are all likely to be important. Thus, we got
worse performance when we tried using headwords for title
queries.
• In the case of run number two, the average precision value
goes down compared to the baseline, but average MRR increases. The increase in percentage of relevant documents
on rank 1 also shows that run two is better than the baseline.
This indicates that normal precision measure may not be correct for the task that we have, i.e., getting high accuracy in
terms of getting the first relevant result high in the rank list.
• The third run, which uses clarity scores and selectively expands words using WordNet, gives the best performance increasing not only average MRR, but also average precision.

Avg. MRR
0.5492
0.5128
(-6.63%, p=0.0065) ↓
0.5659
(+3.04%, p=0.1198)
0.5541
(+0.89%, p=0.8423)

Relevant doc on rank 1
40.67%
36.00%
(-11.48%, p=0.0191) ↓
44.67%
(+9.84%, p=0.0575)
46.67%
(+16.40%, p=0.0717)

Figure 4: Relevant document distribution with title queries using clarity scores as weights (run#2)

4.2 Experiments with description queries
The experiments done on description queries and their results
are given in table 4 and plotted in figures 6 to 8. The following
observations can be made from these results.
• We again observe that run number one has got less average
precision than the baseline, but has higher average MRR. The
results about percentage of relevant documents at rank 1 also
reflect that run number one is better than the baseline. This
again supports the fact that in a task like this, precision or
recall are not always correct measures to use.
• Run number two gives better average precision and significantly better average MRR.
• Run number three gives the best results with significant improvements in average precision as well as average MRR.

4.3 Overall analysis
We can notice the following points from the results of all the
runs.
• Wherever we have more queries getting the first relevant document at rank 1, we have less queries in ranks 2-10. This

Table 4: Results of the runs with description queries. Average MRR is calculated considering the rank of the first relevant document,
whereas average precision is found using standard TREC measures from entire rank list. With each of our runs we also give
percentage improvements with respect to the baseline and the p value from two tailed paired t-test with 95% confidence interval.
Bold cases show that the results are statistically significant. Up or down arrows indicate better or worse respectively.
#
0
1

Method
Baseline
Headwords weights=2

2

Using clarity scores as weights

3

Using clarity scores for finding terms to expand
with WordNet

Avg. Prec.
0.1766
0.1449
(-17.95%, p=0.0000) ↓
0.1892
(+7.13%, p=0.0933)
0.2350
(+33.07%, p=0.0000) ↑

Figure 5: Relevant document distribution with title queries using clarity scores for finding terms to expand with WordNet
(run#3)
shows that we can improve queries that were already performing reasonably.
• We can see in the runs for title queries that as we pushed
more queries to rank 1, we also got more queries at ranks
higher than 100. This means that while trying to improve
the queries, we also hurt some queries. We could get better
performance in runs two and three, but they were not significantly better than the baseline.
• Runs for description queries did quite well in that, while
bringing more queries to top rank, we did not make other
queries go down in the rank list. This is mainly because
we used techniques from QA domain that assume proper
sentence-like structure in the query or question. Title queries
could not offer such structure, while description queries could.
As we can see from the results of description queries, we got
improvements in MRR in all the cases, the second and third
runs being significantly better.

Avg. MRR
0.5745
0.5841
(+1.67%, p=0.6497)
0.6302
(+9.69%,p=0.0097) ↑
0.6403
(+11.45%, p=0.0155) ↑

Relevant doc on rank 1
44.00%
44.67%
(+1.52%, p=0.8356)
51.33%
(+16.66%, p=0.0213) ↑
52.00%
(+18.18%, p=0.0451) ↑

Figure 6: Relevant document distribution with description
queries - more weight to headwords (run#1)

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a different perspective for looking at
high accuracy document retrieval. We argued that traditional measures of ad-hoc retrieval are not appropriate for such high accuracy
retrieval task and supported it with extensive experiments. It was
clear that when the task is to get the first relevant document as high
as possible in the rank list, the query need to be made as precise and
expressive as possible. To obtain such better queries, we proposed
three methods inspired from QA literature. We showed improvements in results in almost all the cases with title as well as description queries using our methods. In some of the cases we could even
get statistically significant improvements.
Although our focus in the presented work was to improve the
MRR of the first relevant document only, the proposed techniques
also helped in improving overall precision in many cases. This
indicates that selectively using some methods from QA domain can
help in traditional ad-hoc retrieval.
The work that we presented here may seem similar to the homepage finding problem [4]. In the nutshell, this problem deals with
returning home-pages based on the request given. Since there are
not many home-pages for a person or an organization, most of the

Figure 7: Relevant document distribution with description
queries - using clarity scores as weights (run#2)

times the expectation is to receive one or two results. Therefore,
this task also requires high accuracy. However, the home-page finding task takes advantage of various additional features like the URL
and title of a page, HTML tags, link information, etc. We do not
have any such information or domain-specific knowledge at our
disposal. Our task is also more general as we make no assumption
about type of request or the information to return.
One of the techniques that we proposed involved expanding the
query. A good amount of research has been done for query expansion [30, 32, 33]. These techniques have helped a lot to improve recall and, to a certain extent, precision in ad-hoc retrieval.
However, instead of helping, these techniques can often reduce effectiveness [16]. While doing experiments, we also realized that
expanding any query in its entirety is not useful for achieving high
accuracy. Therefore, we proposed a technique for selective expansion, in which we showed how to use query clarity scores to determine which words to expand and which words to ignore.
As one of our next steps in this research, we carried out experiments with relevance models [12], which does automatic query expansion, to understand how the techniques we have proposed would
perform in that environment. We observed that in general, the relevance models give better results compared to normal query likelihood method of retrieval. However, in some of our runs, using
relevance models hurt the performance. In particular, we noticed
that while bringing some queries up in the rank list, the model also
drove some other down in the list. Further investigation of making
careful use of relevance models is under progress.
We also plan to develop a formal basis for the use of clarity measures in the expansion process. We would also like to extend our
work to some more focused problems like home-page finding or
HARD-like tasks. Since these domains are specific and we can either use domain knowledge as in the case of home-page finding, or
meta-data or some other form of feedback as in the case of HARD,
we hope to achieve even better results with them. As noticed in
some of the cases, while some queries got improved, some also got
hurt. It is quite likely that a technique that could push the queries
from the high rank range to the top rank is not appropriate for those
documents further down in the list. Therefore, we may need to
combine more than one techniques to deal with this issue. We are
also exploring some other techniques from the QA domain that can
help us in achieving high accuracy in ad-hoc retrieval.
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Figure 8: Relevant document distribution with description
queries - using clarity scores for finding terms to expand with
WordNet (run#3)
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